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Abstract- Crop yield map is a useful means to quantify yield variations within the fields and to provide a scientific basis for implementing site
-specific crop management strategies. This research explores the feasibility of developing a new silage yield monitoring system by employ-
ing a new mass flow sensor based on using the momentum of chopped material impacting a pivoted plate loaded by a retractable spring 
installed at the end of a chopper discharge spout. A precise rotary potentiometer was used to measure the degree of pivoted plate rotation. 
To save and process the output voltage of the potentiometer, a programmable circuit comprising of AVR microcontroller ATMEGA series 
and MAX 232 microchip was used and the output data was sent to a portable computer for further processing. To calibrate the output signal 
of the sensor versus instantaneous chopped material flow rate, the chopper was fed artificially with predetermined mass flow rates of 6, 8 
and 10 kg s-1 of silage corn at five replications for each feeding rate. The results of statistical analysis showed high correlation between de-
grees of the pivoted-plate rotation and instantaneous feed rates with adjusted R2 of 0.98. To evaluate the accuracy of mass flow rate estima-
tion, a platform scale weighing system was used during the field tests. The statistical analysis did not show any significant difference be-
tween sensor mass flow rate estimation and platform scale weighing system output. By using the resulted calibration equation, yield map of 
a silage cornfield was generated. 
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Introduction 
One of the most important topics in precision farming is preparing 
yield maps for grain or non-grain crops. Crop producers use these 
maps to find the existence of problems hindering their access to 
the full potential yield and profit in their fields. The most complicat-
ed part of yield map technology is determining the mass flow rate 
(mass/time) of the harvested crop during harvesting operations. 
Yield sensors as reported by Loghavi and Almaee (2009) are 
based on a wide variety of measurement methods including pad-
dle wheel volume flow sensor (Schueller et al., 1987; Searcy et 
al., 1989; Schnug et al., 1993), pivoted auger (Wagner and 
Schrock, 1989), capacitance sensor (Stafford et al., 1991), ultra-
sonic sensor (Klemme et al., 1992), strain gage-based impact 
sensor (Borgelt, 1993), elevator-based flow sensor (Howard et al., 
1993), gamma ray sensor (Stafford et al., 1991; Massey Fergu-

son, 1993), infrared sensor (Hummel et al.,1995), and x-ray tech-
niques (Arslan et al., 2000)[16].  
Cereal grain yield monitors are well developed and experimental 
methods used by researchers have been commercialized due to 
the availability of proven combine grain yield monitors. However, 
up to now limited commercial methods have been developed for 
non-grain crops mainly because of diverse methods of harvesting 
and substantial differences between these crops regarding their 
physical and mechanical properties. Several research projects 
have been conducted and many investigations are still in progress 
to develop practical techniques in this area. 
Godwin et al (1999) developed a yield mapping system for use in 
non-grain crops (i.e. roots and forage) using the measurement of 
mass accumulation rate. The concept was realized by instrument-
ing a high-sided trailer to record the rate of accumulation of crop 
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mass as the trailer followed the harvester. The location of the trail-
er was recorded using a differential GPS with a linked data set to 
log the position and the processed mass information. The mean 
yield values of sugar beet and potato crops taken from the yield 
map and from samples measured by batch harvesting were not 
significantly different [10]. Pelletier and Upadhyaya (1999) devel-
oped a continuous mass flow-type yield-sensing device equipped 
with load cells along with a differential global positioning system 
(DGPS) for mounting on a processing tomato harvester to collect 
spatially variable yield data in real-time. Their results showed high 
correlation of 0.997 between load cells output and clean tomato 
mass flow rate [22]. Cotton yield monitor systems have been de-
veloped and tested [7, 23, 24, 28, 29, 30, 32, 34, 40, 41, 46, 47], 
and several versions of a cotton yield monitor have come to mar-
ket. All commercial cotton yield monitors use the principle of opti-
cal attenuation using a light-emitter array and a light-detector array 
mounted opposite to each other on a cotton picker’s pneumatic 
duct. The light attenuation signal is converted by the data acquisi-
tion system to an estimate of the cotton mass flow rate [33]. For 
peanut yield monitoring, development of a load cell-based yield 
monitor [7, 39] and an optical-based yield monitor [35] have been 
reported.  
 For yield monitoring and mapping of root crop (i.e. potato, sugar 
beet, etc.) yields, the following measurement systems have been 
reported: radiometric [2], load cells in belt conveyors [4, 42, 43], 
image analysis [14, 25], pivoted table with a load cell [27], bounce 
plate [8, 9] and weighing frame with load cells and speed sensors 
[37], curved impact plate [11]. 
For sugar cane yield monitoring the following attempts have been 
reported: development of hydraulic pressure and flow measure-
ment system [5], construction of load cell-based mass measure-
ment trailer [26], weight scale yield sensor [3], load cell transduc-
ers and speed detectors mounted on side conveyor [21] and load 
cells as a billet weighing instrument set up on the harvester side 
conveyor just before the sugar cane billets are dropped into an in-
field trailer [17]. 
In silage and forage crops, investigations were initiated by instru-
menting a silage corn harvester with strain gauge-based torque 
sensors fitted on main blower shaft and main drive shaft of cutter 
head, feed rolls and front attachment [38]. Auernhammer et al. 
(1995) used a radioactive transmitter and receiver to find a rela-
tionship between feed rate changes of dry silage crop and chang-
es in the intensity of radioactive wave received by the detector. 
Although they found good correlation between these parameters, 
this technique was banned due to US food industry regulations 
that prevented food producers from using radioactive waves dur-
ing food processing [1]. 
Missoten et al. (1997) installed an impact plate sensor in spout of 
a drawn chopper. A deflector was used to guide chopped material 
toward the impact sensor. To compensate the effect of speed 
changes of passing material, a radar-type speed sensor was also 
installed. Results showed a linear relation (R2=0.985) between 
mass flow rate and output data through the sensor [20].  
Wild and Auernhammer (1999) equipped a round baler with strain-
gauge load cells installed on the axle and drawbar to prepare a 
yield map. They conducted tests in stationary and on-the-go 
modes. The results showed that in stationary mode, the difference 
between actual mass flow rate and sensor output was only 1% but 

in on-the-go mode, the difference was 10% due to vibrations of the 
moving vehicle [44]. 
Martel and Savoie (2000) equipped a pull-type forage harvester 
with four different types of sensors to estimate mass flow rate and 
moisture content. Sensors measured feed roll displacement, crop 
impact force against a hinged plate, the frequency drop of a ca-
pacitance controlled oscillator and number of light beam interrup-
tions by forage particles in the spout. When testing in a cornfield, 
good correlations were obtained between estimated mass-flow-
rate and either the feed roll displacement (R2 = 94%) or the crop 
impact force (R2 = 0.95) [18]. Savoie et al. (2002) in a similar in-
vestigation to Martel and Savoie (2000) equipped a forage har-
vester and a high–dump wagon with five types of sensors to 
measure mass-flow rate. Final results showed that impact force in 
the spout produced a very good linear correlation with mass–flow 
rate (R2 = 0.951). Feed roll displacement produced the second 
best linear correlation with mass-flow rate (R2 = 0.863). Torque at 
the PTO shaft and at the cutter-head required a moisture correc-
tion to improve correlation with mass–flow rate. The capacitance-
controlled oscillator was poorly correlated with mass-flow rate but 
yielded the best correlation with moisture content (R2 = 0.662) 
[30]. Lee et al. (2002) constructed a trailer equipped with load cells 
that could continuously measure the weight of chopped material. 
They used a blue-tooth data transmitter to transmit moisture data 
from a capacitance type moisture sensor mounted in an opening 
made in the middle of a spout of the silage chopper to a host com-
puter. The masses of the empty and full silage wagon were meas-
ured with a platform scale before and after harvesting, and were 
compared with load cell measurements in the silage yield mapping 
system. By using GPS data and sensors data, they could prepare 
a yield map for silage crop [15]. 
Kumhala and Prosek (2003) developed and evaluated a torque 
meter and an impact force sensor simultaneously on a three-point 
linkage type mower-conditioner. They concluded that the impact 
force sensor was prefered to the torque sensor due to the lower 
cost and less sensitivity to the kind of crop being harvested [12]. 
Kumhala et al., 2007 developed a parallel plate capacitance sen-
sor (capacitor) operating at 27 MHz frequency was designed for 
forage mass determination. Laboratory tests showed that moisture 
content as well as contact pressure of material placed between 
the plates influenced the sensor’s output signal. The results 
showed a strong relationship between the weight of material and 
the sensor’s signal. They claimed that it is possible to recommend 
this experimental method for further research and development
[13]. Kumhala et al. (2010) tested a parallel plate capacitive 
throughput sensor for the purpose of chopped maize throughput 
measurement. They recognized a non-linear dependence between 
the sensor output signals and material throughput. They recom-
mended that the material moisture content have to be respected 
during capacitive throughput sensor calibration. 
As mentioned above, many studies have been focused on meas-
uring the impact force of chopped materials impacting a deflector 
plate in the spout of chopper harvester, but scientist claimed that 
load cells were highly sensitive to machine vibrations in the field 
causing errors in measurements. The objective of this research 
was to investigate the feasibility of using a pivoted plate sensor in 
the spout of the silage corn chopper for real-time measurement of 
chopped material throughput in preparation of a site-specific yield 
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map. The main advantage of this new method is installing the 
mass flow sensor without any major modification in conventional 
system of the harvester. The other advantage of the suggested 
method is using a precise potentiometer to measure angular rota-
tion of a pivoted plate that is indirectly related to the momentum of 
chopped materials impacting the plate instead of measuring the 
impact force directly by a load cell as mentioned in reviewed litera-
tures. 
 
Materials and Methods 
Theoretical criteria 
A throughput flow rate sensor was developed and installed to 
meter the rate of chopped material leaving the spout of the chop-
per. The designed mechanism consisted of a pivoted curved plate 
with a re-coil spring mechanism and a precise rotary potentiome-
ter to measure angular rotation of the curved plate due to the mo-
mentum of chopped materials leaving the spout.  

 
Design and construction of mechanical parts 
The curved plate was shaped and its main pivot and recoil spring 
and lever mechanism were machined and fabricated according to 
the designed drawing (Fig. 1.). 

Fig. 1- Drawing map of pivoted plate and accessories (lever 
mechanism, spring and potentiometer) 

 
To design the proper recoil spring, calculations were performed 
with the following facts and assumptions:  
By assuming ground speed of 3.2 km h-1 (0.9 m s-1), the maximum 
feed rate of chopper in this research was estimated to be about 10 
kg s-1 (depends on crop yield, moisture content, swath width and 
harvester travel speed). By knowing some geometrical and tech-
nical specifications of the chopper harvester (CLAAS, JAGUAR62) 
such as cutter head diameter and rotational speed, coefficient of 
friction between chopped material and spout inside surface (µ= 
0.49), the height and total distance between cutter head and im-
pact plate, the velocity of material before impacting the curved 
plate sensor (VbI as shown in Fig. 2) was calculated (Eq. 2). To 
calculate the material velocity after impacting the pivoted plate 
sensor, the minimum required velocity of materials to reach the 
platform scale weighing system was considered.  
To facilitate the calculations, the following assumptions was con-
sidered: a) Chopped materials having a projectile motion and b) 
Neglecting the effect of drag force (Eq. 4). By knowing the re-
quired parameters such as before and after impact velocities and 
the desired linear displacement of the designed spring at the max-
imum assumed material feed rate (X= 0.17 m), the proper spring 
was selected with the specifications given in table1. The curved 
impact plate and its recoil spring and linkages after installation on 
the chopper spout are shown in figure 3. 

Fig. 2- Schematic Diagram of velocity changes in chopper chute  
    (1) 

 
 
 
 
    (2) 
 
    (3) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    (4) 
 
    (5) 
 
    (6) 
 
 
 

 
Design and construction of electronic circuit 
To measure the degree of curved-plate rotation due to impact of 
chopped material, a precise rotary potentiometer (AB,800FP-
POT5, 50kΩ, Mexico) was used. For real-time data recording on a 
portable computer, an AVR micro controller model ATMEL 16L 
was used. The output signal of the rotary sensor was connected to 
ADC port of the micro controller and sent to portable computer via 
max232 microchip and serial to USB convertor cable, every 0.1 
second. A Schematic diagram of the electronic circuit designed for 
this study is shown in figure 4. 
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Fig. 4- Schematic diagram of the electronic circuit 
 

Platform scale weighing system  
To evaluate accuracy of the mass flow sensor in field conditions, a 
drawn type wagon was equipped with a sub frame and a precise 
weighing load cell to continuously weigh the chopped material 
poured into its storage bag (Fig. 5). This wagon was used as a 
control treatment (accurate reference) in field trials. 

Fig. 5- A field test of the sensor using platform scale weighing 
system 

 
System calibration and testing 
In order to calibrate and test the performance of the yield monitor-
ing system, field tests were conducted in the experimental fields of 
the College of Agriculture, Shiraz University, Shiraz, Iran.  
To calibrate the sensor, a part of the test field was prepared with 
artificially selecting crop densities giving predetermined feed rates 
of 6, 8 and10 kg s-1 each in 5 replications. These feed rates were 
controlled by varying the speed of the tractor based on anticipated 
yield determined by previous sampling in the field. The instant 
feed rate at time n determined by subtracting accumulated mass 
of chopped material at time n-1 from the accumulated mass at 
time n. Finally, a yield map was created for a small plot with three 
crop rows, each 20 meters long using geographical software Surf-
er 8.0.  
 
Results and Discussion 
System calibration  
In order to find a calibration curve between the crop feed rate and 
degree of the curved plate rotation, data must be normally distrib-
uted and for a more precise calibration curve, a proper statistical 
tool should be employed to eliminate the outliers in each treat-

ments. To fulfill these requirements, statistical analyses were 
conducted using statistical software SPSS 13.0. The normal distri-
bution of the data in each treatment was verified by conducting 
Kolmogorov-Simirnov normality test. A confidence interval ((1-α)
×100 = 95%) around the mean was used as a criterion to elimi-
nate outliers in each feed rate treatment. (Eq. 7): 
Confidence interval around the mean = Mean of population ± 
Standard Error of Mean×tα/2                             (7) 
In order to use the rotation of the pivoted-plate as an indicator of 
the instantaneous mass flow rate in the field, a calibration curve 
was drawn on the experimental data after eliminating outliers as 
shown in figure 6. 

Fig. 6- Relation of pivoted plate angular rotation and instantane-

ous mass flow  

 
Evaluation of the sensor output accuracy 
To compare the sensor output and instant feed rates of platform 
scale weighing system statistically, a t-test was used. The results 
revealed no significant differences between sensor output and 
platform scale feed rates at 5% confidence level. These two data 
sets were correlated by correlation coefficient of 0.78 and as an 
another statistical tool to measure how well the estimated yield by 
pivoted plate sensor fits actual instantaneous yield measured by 
the platform scale, root mean squared error (RMSE) was calculat-
ed and it was equal to 1.505.  
 
Result of yield map creation 
The resulting yield map (Fig. 7) shows the mean yield of 5 kg m-2 
with standard deviation of 2.0 Kg m-2. The minimum yield was 2.5 
kg m-2 and the maximum yield was 10.8 kg m-2. 

Fig. 7- A typical silage corn yield map of the test field 
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Conclusion 
In this research, the feasibility of using a pivoted plate mass flow 
sensor for silage corn yield monitoring was investigated. Results 
of statistical analysis for calibration and field tests showed a highly 
correlated relation between angular rotation of pivoted plate and 
instantaneous mass flow rate. More investigations are needed to 
evaluate this suggested approach at different moisture levels and 
maturity stages of plant to find a more general calibration equation 
for mass flow prediction. 
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FI Impact force of material due to pivoted plate sensor, N 

 
aIv Speed of material after impacting pivoted plate sensor, m s-1 

 
bIv Speed of material before impacting pivoted plate sensor, m s-1 

 
pv

Peripheral speed of cutting cylinder = Speed of chopped materi-
al leaving cutting head, m s-1 

 
cn Rotary speed of cutter head, rpm 

 
cr Radius of cutter head, m 

 
m Maximum mass of material impacting the pivoted plate in im-

pact duration (1 second period), kg 
Δ Impact duration (1 second) 
g Gravitational acceleration, m s-2 
h Height of discharge spout, m 
d Total distance between cutter head and pivoted plate sensor, m 

 
 Friction coefficient between chopped material and spout inside 

surface 
k Recoil spring stiffness coefficient, N m-1 
x Desired linear displacement of recoil spring, m 

Y 
Vertical Displacement between chopper spout and platform 
scale weighing system, m 

R 
Horizontal Displacement between chopper spout and platform 
scale weighing system, m 

θ Discharge angle of chopped material trajectory 
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